Education First Compact offers monthly roundtables focusing on important education policy issues in the city. We curate sessions featuring a context-setting presenter – whether a researcher or an education leader – and a panel of experts who respond by offering varying perspectives. We allow plenty of time for Q&A and networking in the hopes that attendees will find connections and opportunities to collaborate.

**Compact Sponsorship $1,500**

Partner with PEF team in curating a session by suggesting a topic and coordinating with panelists. Co-branding of the session in Constant Contact and Eventbrite platforms. Welcome the audience with a brief introduction of the topic. Logo displayed next to the coffee and breakfast spread. Display materials and signage at registration table.

**Panel Sponsorship $750**

Partner with PEF team in curating a session by suggesting and coordinating with panelists. Logo displayed next to the coffee and breakfast spread. Thanks given from the podium at the beginning of the session. Display materials and signage at registration table.

**Breakfast Sponsorship $300**

Logo displayed next to the coffee and breakfast spread with “Brought to you by _____.” Thanks given from the podium at the beginning of the session. Display materials and signage at registration table.

Interested in sponsoring in a different way? Contact Alysse Szur at aszur@philaedfund.org